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Two weeks passed.

Ethan did not wake up yet. It was now a habit for everyone to see Ethan lying on the bed,

motionless.

Everything in the pack house had returned to its normal state. Beta Wade was taking care of all of

Ethan's responsibilities. Alpha Neil was providing assistance to him. Ethan's other officials were

also loyal. They did not give pack members any chance to complain.

Nevertheless, the biggest problem was that the news about Ethan's health was spreading in the air.

The whole pack was now aware of his condition.

They began to ask about Ethan. Alpha Neil announced that Ethan had gone outside for work. He

did not want to leak it since the head Alpha was sick, it would be a green flag for other pack's

alphas.

Ryan had not left the Moonlight Crown pack yet. As he said to his beta two weeks ago, he was

really staying here for quite some time.

No one knew why he was staying there, leaving his own pack. But his parents were happy about

it.

In fact, Ella started to spend time with her son. Though Ryan told her not to talk to him, she still

tried hard to win her son's heart.

In the meantime, Allison was required to continue with her studies while simultaneously coming

to the pack house.

Due to the fact that the wedding had not been canceled, she was doing Luna's duty.

No one was asking about the wedding since the Alpha was out of the pack. But Allison had to face

so many questions in school. Students always kept asking her when Ethan would come back and

how he could leave before the wedding. Some of them said he did not want to marry Allison, and

that was why he ran away. When the wedding date passed, he would return.

Allison ignored everyone. She knew soon they would get to know about the cancellation of the

wedding.

A few days ago, Alpha Neil called her to talk. When she went to him, he asked her about

everything.

She did not stop herself that day and told him everything. She told him how Ethan rejected her.

She even told him how Ryan proposed to her and promised her that he would become a better

person. But Ethan did not like it and warned her that she would have to be with him. She told him

how her parents blackmailed her.

Alpha Neil felt disappointed. He said to her that he was feeling shameful about what Ethan had

done to her. He told her that he would cancel the wedding soon.

Even more so, he was furious with his best friend. He assured her that he would talk to him about

it and asked him why he did that.

Allison was afraid that the friendship between the two friends would crack after it, but on the

following day, everything appeared to have returned to normal between them. Alpha Neil did not

even call off the wedding either. But since she had already divulged all of this information, she

made it clear to Alpha Neil that she did not wish to be with Ethan. So, for her, it was abundantly

evident that she would not live like before after Ethan woke up. She believed Neil would

announce the cancellation of the wedding soon.

There was no indication as to when Ethan would regain consciousness, despite the fact that only

two weeks had elapsed.

In the last two weeks, Allison had noticed Elora going to Ethan's room a few times. Whenever she

came out, her eyes were puffy.

Allison felt that Elora did not have consent for the rejection. She was forced to do that. In her

opinion, Elora loved Ethan. In fact, after the rejection, she still had feelings for him.

"Allison, stay here for tonight." Teresa told Allison.

Teresa remained right here with Ryan and Max rather than going back to the pack. Allison relied

on her as a pillar of support.

Allison was pleased that Teresa was with her.

"No, I am leaving. I have to go back with Mom and Dad. I have to attend a few important classes

tomorrow." Allison replied.

"Oh, that's sad."

"I am coming tomorrow again. So there is nothing to be sad about." Allison said and chuckled.

Teresa pouted and said, "It's fun to stay in the same house together. I really wish that we could...

When she realized what she was going to say, she took a moment to stop and then bit her tongue.

She turned her head to inspect the faces of the other people who were staring at them.

Everyone was sitting on the couch together while talking about Ethan's health and pack-related

issues.

However, Ryan was not in them. During those days, Allison had been making observations. She

was shocked that he usually did not step out of his room much. Whenever the maids went to his

room to serve him meals, they talked about how busy he was working on his papers or on his

laptop.

She learned that he was an alcoholic as well as a chain smoker throughout their conversation. He

enjoyed working while smoking cigarettes and consuming alcohol at the same time.

At other times, Allison felt the urge to go confront him and tell him to quit since she knew it was

bad for his health.

But whenever she considered doing so, her internal conflict kept her from doing so. She had the

impression that he was a very dangerous man. With each passing day, she was only praying that

Ryan would not hurt her father.

No matter what, he was her father. How could she stand by and let him suffer or die right in front

of her?

"Then we are leaving today. See you tomorrow, Alpha." Glen remarked to Neil before getting to

his feet. Joey and Allison followed him and stood up to leave.

Alpha Neil acknowledged him with a nod. Ella gave Joey and Allison a warm grin.

"Let me see you off." Wade stood up and said to Glen.

Ethan always did that, so Wade just wanted to fulfill the responsibility that his Alpha used to do.

"No way, it's okay. Wade, you are a really hard-working guy." Glen told him.

Wade smiled at him. "I am just doing my duty as a sensible guy. I don't want Ethan to feel

disappointed when he wakes up."

"Indeed. A beta should do that. Because of this, they are their Alphas' closest and most trusted

allies." Beta Max commented on the situation as he was also seated with them.

Wade liked that Beta Max appreciated it instead of mocking him.

Wade was just about to thank him but paused.

Everyone looked at him with confusion. He furrowed his brows as if he were stunned by

something.

Almost immediately, he switched his attention to Alpha Neil.

"Alph-"

His desperate voice came out but was interrupted by a few pack fighters who rushed inside the

pack house. They looked at Alpha Neil and informed him,

"Alpha Easton has attacked our pack from every territory."
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